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Introduction: Community-dwelling, ambulatory stroke survivors fall at very
high rates in the first 3–6 months. Current inpatient clinical assessments
for fall risk have inadequate predictive accuracy. We found that a pre-
discharge obstacle-crossing test has excellent specificity (83%) but lacks
acceptable sensitivity (67%) for identifying would-be fallers and non-fallers
post discharge.
Hypothesis: We assessed the hypothesis that combining the obstacle-crossing
test with other highly discriminatory fall risk factors would compensate for the
obstacle test’s fair sensitivity and yield an instrument with superior prediction
accuracy.
Methods: 45 ambulatory stroke survivors (60 ± 11 years old, 15 ± 11 days post
stroke) being discharged home completed a battery of physical
performance-based and self-reported measures 1–5 days prior to discharge.
After discharge, participants were prospectively followed and classified as
fallers (≥1 fall) or non-fallers at 3 months. Pre-discharge measures with the
largest effect sizes for differentiating fallers and non-fallers were combined
into a composite index. Several variations of the composite index were
examined to optimize accuracy.
Results: A 4-item discharge composite index significantly predicted fall
status at 3-months. The goodness of fit of the regression model was
significantly better than the obstacle-crossing test alone, χ2(1) = 6.036,
p= 0.014. Furthermore, whereas the obstacle-crossing test had
acceptable overall accuracy (AUC 0.78, 95% CI, 0.60–0.90), the composite
index had excellent accuracy (AUC 0.85, 95% CI, 0.74–0.96). Combining the
obstacle-crossing test with only the step test produced a model of
equivalent accuracy (AUC 0.85, 95% CI, 0.73–0.96) and with better
symmetry between sensitivity and specificity (0.71, 0.83) than the 4-item
composite index (0.86, 0.67). This 2-item index was validated in an
independent sample of n= 30 and with bootstrapping 1,000 samples from
the pooled cohorts. The 4-item index was internally validated with
bootstrapping 1,000 samples from the derivation cohort plus n= 9 additional
participants.
Conclusion: This study provides convincing proof-of-concept that strategic
aggregation of performance-based and self-reported mobility measures,
including a novel and demanding obstacle-crossing test, can predict
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post-discharge fallers with excellent accuracy. Further instrument development is
warranted to construct a brief aggregate tool that will be pragmatic for inpatient use
and improve identification of future post-stroke fallers before the first fall.

KEYWORDS

stroke, falls, gait, balance, inpatient rehabilitation
Introduction

The incidence of falls in ambulatory stroke survivors who

are discharged home is high (1–4), estimated to range from

35% (2) to 73% (3) in the first 6 months. However, as many

as 58% of the people who will fall, fall in the first month after

discharge (5). These high fall rates suggest that rehabilitation

may not be adequately targeting person-specific risk factors

for successful fall prevention. Indeed, current fall-risk

assessment tools are inadequate for predicting future fallers at

hospital discharge. For example, the Berg Balance Scale (BBS),

which is considered a reference standard for assessing balance

in stroke, has only fair ability to predict future fallers among

patients with stroke receiving inpatient rehabilitation

(sensitivity 63%, specificity 65%, using cut off score <45) (2).

One possible explanation for its weak discrimination

properties is that the BBS comprises relatively low-demanding

postural control tasks and does not include any walking tasks.

This is an important limitation considering that a large

proportion of post-stroke falls occur during walking (6–8).

Walking-related falls are often due to tripping (8, 9) or

falling over obstacles (3). Indeed, it is known that subacute

stroke survivors who are fallers are more likely to fail an

obstacle-crossing task than non-fallers (10), yet very few

clinical assessments for evaluating fall risk include obstructed

walking. The Functional Gait Assessment (FGA) includes 10

gait-related tasks of varying difficulty, including stepping over

an obstacle (a shoebox), but its ability to predict post-stroke

fallers during inpatient rehabilitation has not been tested. We

recently demonstrated that subacute stroke survivors who

failed an obstacle-crossing test at hospital discharge were 10

times more likely to fall in the first 3 months after going

home than those who passed the obstacle-crossing test (11).

Although the obstacle-crossing test had excellent specificity

(83%), it was lacking acceptable sensitivity (67%). The area

under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve

(AUC) was 0.75 (95% CI, 0.60–0.90).

Forty-three percent of the fallers who were misclassified by

the obstacle test as a non-faller (i.e., false negatives) had used a

walker to perform the test. The bilateral upper extremity

support provided by the walker diminishes the demands on

dynamic postural control, which most likely contributed to

their successful performance on the obstacle-crossing test

despite considerable balance impairment. Further, non-

adherence to assistive device use in the home following
02
rehabilitation is common (12) and may undermine the

accuracy of fall-risk assessment in which assistive devices are

used. Thus, to optimize fall prediction accuracy, clinical

assessments may need to incorporate physical performance

tests of dynamic postural control with and without assistive

devices.

The purpose of this study was to test the hypothesis that

combining the obstacle-crossing test with other clinical

assessments demonstrating strong faller/non-faller

discriminatory ability, including at least one measure of

dynamic postural control that was performed without an

assistive device, would compensate for the obstacle-crossing

test’s limitations in sensitivity and yield a composite

instrument with superior prediction accuracy. This study

describes a secondary analysis of data and is intended to

demonstrate proof-of-concept to guide further instrument

development.
Materials and methods

Participant selection

The participants were 45 individuals with stroke who

participated in the initial exploratory study of the utility of

the novel obstacle-crossing test (11). To be included,

participants had to be 35–85 years old, admitted to the

hospital for a diagnosis of stroke, previously residing

independently in the community, discharge disposition to

return home, able to follow a 3-step verbal command in

English, and able to walk with or without an assistive device

and/or ankle-foot orthosis (AFO) with no more than light

touch assistance for balance. Exclusion criteria were previous

stroke with residual physical or cognitive-communication

impairment, dementia, pre-stroke history of falls (>1 fall in

previous 12 months) or pre-stroke assistive device for

ambulation, any pre-stroke comorbidity that limited gait or

physical activity including other neurological diagnoses and

peripheral neuropathy. We also excluded individuals with

cerebellar stroke because it is relatively uncommon,

accounting for only 3.4% of ischemic strokes (13), and can

present quite differently than the more common cerebral

stroke syndromes (14). Ambulatory stroke survivors being

discharged home from acute care or acute inpatient

rehabilitation at the University of North Carolina Hospital
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TABLE 2 Comparisons between fallers and non-fallers on biologic
(age, sex) and modifiable variables collected at hospital discharge
unless otherwise indicated. Values are n (%) or mean/median (SD/
IQR). Between-group effect sizes for significant differences only (α =
0.05) are presented as Cohen’s d for normally distributed continuous
variables and Cliff’s δ for skewed continuous variables. Odds ratios
(OR) are the effect sizes for the categorical variables.

Variable Faller
(n = 21)

Non-Faller
(n = 24)

pa Effect
sizeb

Age (years) 60.8 (12.0) 59.3 (12.0) 0.659

Sex, male, n (%) 13 (62%) 14 (58%) 0.807

MoCA (score out of 30) 26
(24–27)

24 (20–26) 0.045 δ =−0.35

Aphasia Quotient
(score %)

100
(99–100)

100 (98–100) 0.239

Unilateral neglect, n
(%)

0 (0%) 1 (4%) >0.999

Visual Acuity, n (%) 0.061

Good (≤20/25) 14 (67%) 22 (92%)
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system or Duke University Hospital were referred by the staff

physical therapists to the researchers for eligibility screening.

Between August 2017 and January 2019, 217 individuals

were referred by clinical staff for eligibility screening, of which

56 who were eligible consented to participate. Nine were

withdrawn following consent due to inability to complete

testing before discharge (n = 3), no longer wishing to

participate (n = 2), or failing to meet inclusion criteria (n = 4).

An additional two participants were lost to follow up, which

left 45 participants with completed discharge assessment and

3-month follow up for inclusion in the analyses.

The characteristics of the participants are summarized in

Table 1. Comparisons between fallers and non-fallers in

clinical measures of functional and self-rated performance are

presented in Table 2. All participants had some neurological

symptoms. The discharge modified Rankin Scale (mRS) scores

ranged from 1 (no significant disability despite symptoms) to

4 (moderately severe disability). The median discharge mRS

for non-fallers was 2 (range 1–4) and the median discharge

mRS for fallers was 3 (range 1–4; p = 0.004). The data in

Table 2 illustrate that although fallers were significantly more

impaired than non-fallers, on average, non-fallers also

demonstrated clinically important limitations in mobility [e.g.,

average gait speed <0.80 m/s (15)].
Moderately impaired
(20/30–20/80)

7 (33%) 2 (8%)

Poor (≥20/100) 0 0

Assistive device type, n (%)

None 4 (19%) 13 (54%) 0.028 OR 9.8

Single-point cane 6 (29%) 2 (8.5%) 0.022 OR 11.4

Quad cane 7 (33%) 2 (8.5%) 0.014 OR 1.9

Walker 4 (19%) 7 (29%) 0.466

AFO/ankle brace use 8 (38%) 5 (21%) 0.202
Clinical and demographic measures
at discharge

Clinical and demographic descriptive measures were age,

sex, type of stroke (i.e., ischemic or hemorrhagic), total length

of stay in hospital, depression (9-item Patient Health

Questionnaire, PHQ-9), multi-morbidity using the Cumulative
TABLE 1 Participant characteristics (n = 45). Values are number (%) or
median (IQR) as indicated.

Median/n
(IQR/%)

Age (years), median (IQR) 61 (53–67)

Sex, male, n (%) 27 (60%)

Race, n (%)

African American/Black 20 (45%)

Asian 2 (4%)

White 22 (49%)

Other 1 (2%)

Education (years), median (IQR) 14 (12–16)

Total hospital length of stay (days), median (IQR) 16 (8–26)

Type of stroke, ischemic, n, (%) 35 (78%)

Left-side hemiplegia, n, (%) 23 (51%)

Cumulative Illness Rating Scale for Geriatrics (score 0–
56), median (IQR)

12 (8–15)

PHQ-9 (score 0–27), median (IQR) 6 (2–9)
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Illness Rating Scale for Geriatrics, visual acuity using a Snellen

eye chart, cognitive screening via the Montreal Cognitive

Assessment, unilateral spatial neglect screening via the Star

Cancellation test, and the aphasia quotient of the Western

Aphasia Battery (bedside version). All assessments were
(n, %)

ABC Scale (score out
of 100)

57.8 (18.8) 71.2 (23.4) 0.041 d = 0.63

Walk-12 (score out of
100)

72.4 (19.7) 43.3 (25.3) <0.001 d = 1.28

Obstacle-crossing test,
fail, n (%)

14 (67%) 4 (17%) 0.001 OR 10.0

5-m gait speed (m/s) 0.47 (0.24) 0.74 (0.36) 0.007 d = 0.86

Dual-task gait speed
(m/s)

0.25
(0.15–0.44)

0.62
(0.31–0.91)

0.003 δ =−0.51

2 MWT distance (m) 64.2 (38.9) 102.8 (50.1) 0.009 d = 0.86

5× sit to stand (reps/s) 0.17 (0.10) 0.24 (0.12) 0.034 d = 0.66

Step Test (reps)

Paretic limb 0 (0–5) 7 (5–11) <0.001 δ =−0.62

Non-Paretic limb 5 (0–7) 8 (6–13) 0.002 δ =−0.51

Abbreviations: 2 MWT, 2-Minute Walk Test; ABC, Activities-specific Balance

Confidence; AFO, ankle-foot orthosis; OR, odds ratio; Walk-12, Walking

Impact Scale.
ap values are differences between fallers and non-fallers determined using

independent t-test, Mann-Whitney U test, chi-square, or logistic regression.
bCohen’s d: 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 correspond to small, medium, and large effects;

Cliff’s δ ranges from −1 to +1 where values closer to ±1 are larger effect sizes.
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conducted by the research staff prior to discharge. Demographic

and stroke variables were not considered as predictors during

index model derivation because we wished to focus only on

modifiable variables that would help direct rehabilitation.
Assessment of physical function
at discharge

As close as possible to the day of hospital discharge,

participants underwent a brief assessment battery

administered by the researchers comprising physical and self-

reported measures of mobility function and balance. These

clinical tests were originally chosen to provide comprehensive

descriptive data in the primary study of the utility of an

obstacle-crossing test as a discharge fall-risk assessment (11),

and because they are commonly used in clinical practice and

easy to obtain in the inpatient setting. In addition to the

obstacle-crossing test, we administered the step test, a 5-m

walk test (5 mWT) for gait speed, a 2-minute walk test

(2 MWT) for walking endurance, dual-task gait speed, the 5-

times sit-to-stand test (5xSTS) for lower extremity strength,

the 12-item Walking Impact Scale (Walk-12) for self-rated

walking disability, and the Activities-specific Balance

Confidence scale (ABC) for balance self-efficacy.

The obstacle-crossing test required participants to walk

towards and step over an obstacle and continue walking. The

obstacle was constructed from stacked blocks on either side

with a horizontal bar placed across the top. Height was

customized to 10% of leg length (mean ± SD height: 8.8 ±

0.5 cm). We chose 10% of leg length [approx. 8 cm (16)]

because it approximates curb height (16). However, rather

than use a fixed height for all participants (e.g., 8 cm), we

chose to normalize the height to leg length to try to equalize

the biomechanical demands of the task across participants.

The horizontal bar was 1.3 cm deep, and 91.4 cm wide. The

obstacle was placed 5.5 m from gait initiation in a 7.5 m

walkway. Four trials were attempted. Each trial was scored on

5-point scale, where 0 = clears obstacle without stopping

(pass), 1 = clears obstacle after stopping and/or experiences

some unsteadiness (pass), 2 = lightly contacts obstacle but the

obstacle is not displaced (fail), 3 = contacts and displaces the

obstacle (fail), and 4 = requires assistance to step over the

obstacle or recover balance regardless of clearance success

(fail). Only three of the 45 participants were unable to

complete 4 trials, but all participants completed at least 2

trials. The worst score from all attempts was recorded as the

overall score. The rationale for taking the worst score, rather

than the best, was because a failed attempt on at least one

trial was considered to indicate high risk for unsuccessful

obstacle clearance in real life.

The step test involved the participant attempting to place

his/her foot continuously on and off a 7.5 cm block as many
Frontiers in Rehabilitation Sciences 04
times as possible (without assistive devices or support) in 15 s

(17). The step test has very good reliability in stroke

(test-retest reliability, ICC > 0.88) (17). The number of

completed steps in 15 s for each lower limb were recorded.

Participants who were unable to stand unsupported or who

required assistance to place the foot on the step received a

score of 0. A cut-off score of <7 for either limb in adults with

stroke assessed within 14 days of being discharged home from

hospital has been associated with recurrent falls in the first 6

months after discharge from inpatient rehabilitation (4) with

very good sensitivity (4, 18).

Participants completed the 5 mWT to quantify comfortable

gait speed. The test allowed for 2 m at each end for acceleration

and deceleration (9-m walkway) (19). Time taken to traverse the

middle 5 m was recorded with a stopwatch. We calculated the

average speed from 2 trials. The 5 mWT is a reliable and

valid measure of gait speed in acute and sub-acute stroke

(test-retest reliability, ICC3,1 > 0.97) (20, 21), and is a

predictor of falls in stroke survivors returning home after

rehabilitation (22).

The 2 MWT was used to measure walking endurance.

Participants were instructed to walk continuously along a

straight corridor in the hospital unit, turning at each end,

with the goal to cover as much ground as possible in 2 min.

They could use their assistive devices and bracing as needed.

Rests were permitted, but time was not paused. Compared to

the more traditional 6-minute walk test, the 2 MWT reduces

the burden of testing and minimizes potential for fatigue in

the more acute recovery stage after stroke (23, 24). Indeed,

the 2-minute walk test has greater reliability in inpatient

stroke rehabilitation than the 6-minute walk test, although

both are acceptable (24).

In the 5xSTS test, participants were timed to complete 5

repetitions of sit-to-stand transitions as quickly as possible

from a standard chair without using their upper limbs. Thus,

the test is considered a measure of lower extremity functional

strength (25). AFO or bracing support could be worn but

assistive devices were not permitted. Since several participants

were unable to perform the test without the use of their

upper limbs and would therefore be omitted through listwise

deletion in the analysis of time to compete 5 repetitions, we

calculated a repetitions per second (reps/s) variable. Using

this metric, individuals who were unable to perform any

repetitions without upper limb support received a score of

0. Lower extremity muscle strength measured with this test

has been found to explain a significant amount of the

variance in balance, falls self-efficacy, and functional mobility

in people with stroke (26).

The Walk-12 (27) is a 12-item self-report scale used to

measure the perceived impact of stroke on walking. We

adapted the item stem from “In the last 2 weeks” to “Since

your stroke.” Summed scores (range 12–60) were transformed

to scores 0–100, with higher scores indicating greater self-
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perceived limitation in walking ability. The Walk-12 has very

good psychometric properties in individuals receiving

inpatient rehabilitation post stroke (27) and is related to gait

performance tests in ambulatory stroke survivors (28).

The ABC is a 16-item questionnaire in which participants

rate their confidence (0, no confidence to 100, complete

confidence) in their ability “to maintain your balance and

remain steady” in various everyday mobility situations. The

average self-efficacy rating from the 16 items was calculated as

the total score, with higher scores indicating higher balance

self-efficacy. The ABC has been reported to be a strong

predictor of future falls among older adults (29).

Cognitive-motor dual-task gait speed was assessed by

having the participants walk continuously while performing a

category naming task. Difficulty performing a verbal task

while walking is known to be associated with falls after stroke

(8, 30, 31). The details of the dual-task assessment in this

study have been described elsewhere (32).
Prospective fall tracking

After discharge, participants were followed prospectively for

3 months to monitor falls. Participants used a fall calendar

provided at discharge to track falls. A fall was operationally

defined as “unintentionally coming to the ground or some

lower level for some reason other than as a consequence of

sustaining a violent blow, loss of consciousness, or sudden

onset of paralysis as in stroke or epileptic seizure” (33). A

faller was defined as a person who reports ≥1 fall in the

follow-up period. Participants were also contacted by

telephone every 2 weeks to ask about falls. At 3-months post

discharge, participants who had reported at least one fall were

classified as “fallers.” There were 21 (47%) fallers and 24

(53%) non-fallers.
Data analyses

We first compared fallers and non-fallers on biological

variables (age and sex) to determine whether these needed to

be controlled for in between-group comparisons of modifiable

variables. Since fallers and non-fallers did not differ on age

and sex (Table 2), differences between fallers and non-fallers

on all modifiable factors were examined using independent

sample t-tests for continuous normally distributed variables,

Mann-Whitney U test for continuous non-normally

distributed variables, and chi-square tests or logistic regression

for categorical variables. Binocular visual acuity was classified

as good (Snellen fraction in feet ≤20/25), moderately impaired

(20/30 to 20/80), or poor (≥20/100) (34). Unilateral neglect

was classified according to the laterality index on the Star

Cancellation test. The laterality index is the ratio of stars
Frontiers in Rehabilitation Sciences 05
cancelled on the left/right side of page to the total number of

stars. Unilateral neglect is indicated by laterality index ≤0.46
(left unilateral neglect) or ≥0.54 (right unilateral neglect) (35).

Effect sizes for significant between-group differences were

computed and are displayed in Table 2. The variables with

the largest effects sizes for differentiating fallers and non-

fallers were aggregated to generate a composite score. Several

variations of the scoring scheme for the index were examined

to try to optimize discriminative validity, as explained in the

results, and the overall index accuracy was assessed by

computing the AUC (C statistic) with 95% confidence

intervals. The likelihood ratio test was used to compare

differences between each version of the composite index and

the obstacle-crossing test alone, and between index versions.

Goodness of fit was assessed with the Hosmer-Lemeshow test,

with p > 0.05 indicating good fit. Somers’ d is presented to

indicate the agreement between the dependent variable (fall

status) and independent variable (index score).
Model validation methods

Model validation was performed using an independent

sample of 30 participants with stroke enrolled in a separate

study at a different hospital between January 2021 and April

2022. The participants were selected according to the same

eligibility criteria with three exceptions: permitted age was 18

years and older, patients with cerebellar stroke were not

excluded, and all participants were being discharged from

acute inpatient rehabilitation (none directly home from acute

care). Due to some limited data in the second cohort, we also

examined model validation by merging the two cohorts (n =

75) for logistic regression with bootstrapping (1,000 samples)

to generate bias-corrected 95% confidence intervals for the

odds ratios.
Results

Participant characteristics

Twenty-one (47%) of the 45 participants had a least one fall

in the first three months after discharge. Their characteristics

and the circumstances of their falls have been described

elsewhere (11) but the comparisons in the biologic and

modifiable variables of interest in this analysis are

summarized in Table 2. Non-fallers had a significantly shorter

overall length of stay in hospital, which was due to 13/24

non-fallers being discharged directly home from the acute

care hospital. When considering only those who received

acute inpatient rehabilitation, there was no significant

difference in length of stay between fallers and non-fallers.

There were no differences between fallers and non-fallers in
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multi-morbidity, type of stroke, side of hemiplegia, or severity of

depression at discharge. A larger number of non-fallers had

impaired visual acuity at discharge, but the association

between visual acuity and fall status was not significant

(Table 2). Only one participant had unilateral neglect and

only one participant had an aphasia quotient score indicative

of aphasia; both were non-fallers. There was a significant

difference between fallers and non-fallers on the Montreal

Cognitive Assessment (Table 2), however, because the effect

size was small and not clinically important, the Montreal

Cognitive Assessment was not considered for inclusion in the

discharge fall-risk composite index.
Index model development

The dependent variable was fall status at 3 months post

discharge from hospital to home. Table 2 illustrates that

fallers and non-fallers differed at discharge on all the physical

performance and self-reported measures. There was also an

association between fall status and type of assistive device, but

not use of an AFO/ankle brace. Individuals who used a

single-point cane (n = 8, 18%) or a quad cane (n = 9, 20%) at

discharge had significantly higher odds of being a faller than a

person who did not use an assistive device (n = 17, 38%), with

odds ratios of 9.8 (95% CI, 1.4–68.8) and 11.4 (95% CI, 1.7–

78.4), respectively. Participants who used a walker at

discharge (n = 11, 24%) were also more likely to be a faller

than a person who did not us an assistive device, but the

association was not significant (odds ratio 1.9, 95% CI, 0.4–9.8).

The ABC score and 5xSTS had the weakest effect sizes

(Cohen’s d≤ 0.66; Table 2). Thus, in the interests of

developing the strongest and most concise composite measure,

the ABC and 5xSTS were excluded from further

consideration. Dual-task gait speed also had only a moderate

effect size and was discarded for aggregation. None of the

participants required a rest break during the 2 MWT, but two

participants (both in an inpatient rehabilitation facility as

opposed to acute care hospital) were unable to complete the

2 MWT due to fatigue. This raised some concern about how

feasible the 2 MWT would be to administer routinely in acute

inpatient rehabilitation. Taken together with the observation

that the 2 MWT was no stronger in differentiating fallers and

non-fallers than the 5 mWT (both Cohen’s d = 0.86), we

excluded the 2 MWT from further consideration. The paretic

limb step test score was stronger than the non-paretic limb

score for differentiating fallers and non-fallers, so we

considered only the paretic limb score further. Therefore, 5

predictors were considered for index model derivation: the

obstacle-crossing test, paretic-limb step test, and 5 mWT,

Walk-12, and assistive device type. With a sample size

of 45, we had n = 9 per predictor, which approximates the

widely accepted 10 events per variable for binary logistic
Frontiers in Rehabilitation Sciences 06
regression (36). Moreover, we were only entering a single

composite predictor into the model each time, thus the

sample size was considered acceptable for this proof-of-

concept demonstration.

We first constructed an index comprising all 5 variables

(Index A). We created a 5-point (0–4) scale for each variable.

For the obstacle-crossing test, we used the 5-point grade score

as defined in the Methods. For assistive device use, we

assigned 0 points to no assistive device, then 1, 2, or 3 points

for walker, single-point cane, and quad cane, respectively,

which was based on rank order of beta coefficient from the

logistic regression. To create the fifth category, we assigned 4

points for individuals using a cane (either type) with an AFO/

brace. We discretized the 3 continuous variables (step test,

5 mWT, Walk-12) into 5 categories using quintiles as cut offs

(Figure 1). Thus, the total score for Index A ranged from 0

to 20 with higher scores indicating higher fall risk.

We then created an alternative index (Index B) using the

same variables as Index A but modifying the 5-point scale to

a 4-point scale (Figure 1). For Index B, the two obstacle-test

“pass” scores (i.e., 0 or 1) were collapsed, since only 3/25

passes scored 1. The “fail” grades of 2, 3, 4 were assigned 1, 2,

3 points, respectively. For assistive device use, we omitted the

category of “cane plus AFO” and retained the 0–3 scoring

scheme as Index A. For the continuous variables, quartiles

were used to generate cut offs. Thus, the total score for Index

B ranged from 0 to 15 with higher scores indicating higher

fall risk.

In a third version (Index C), we omitted assistive device type

from Index A, since we had previously observed that assistive

device use was a potential factor contributing to

misclassification of fall status on the obstacle test (11). To

further simplify, we also binarized the obstacle test as 0 (any

passing grade) or 4 points (any failing grade), since 80% of all

scores were 0 or 4. Thus, the total score for Index C ranged

from 0 to 16 with higher scores indicating higher fall risk.

Finally, given our previous observation that use of an

assistive device to perform the obstacle test was likely

contributing to the high false negative rate (11), we created a

simplified index (Index D) aggregating only the obstacle test

and the step test (which is performed without assistive devices

or upper limb support). We examined this combination in 3

ways. First, we used binarized scores for the obstacle (0 pass,

1 fail) and binarized scores for the paretic-limb step test (<7

fail, ≥7 pass) (4) and assigned 0 (pass) to participants who

passed both tests and 1 (fail) to participants who failed either

or both tests. Thus, this version of Index D was a binary

outcome of overall pass or fail (Index D1). Second, we

summed the binarized scores for each test such that 0

represented pass on both tests, 1 represented a fail on one

test, and 2 represented a fail on both tests. Thus, this version

of Index D was 3-level categorical outcome (Index D2). Third,

we summed the 0–4-point scores for both the obstacle and
frontiersin.org
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Composite index variations with cut-offs for each item.
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step tests from Index A for a total score of 0–8 (Index D3)

(Figure 1).
Model performance

Index scores for each index version were entered as the

single predictor in a binary logistic regression to estimate the

probability of being a faller (with 95% confidence intervals).

Differences between any two models were examined by

nesting one model within another and using a likelihood ratio

test for comparison. Discrimination was examined by

calculating the AUC (C statistic) with 95% confidence

intervals. Sensitivity, specificity, and positive and negative

likelihood ratios and their respective 95% confidence intervals

were also calculated for each index version (Table 3).

Of the 3 variations of Index D, Index D3 had superior

goodness of fit compared to Index D1 [χ2(1) = 5.227,
TABLE 3 Metrics for each index version and the obstacle-crossing test from
months post discharge. Cut off scores were determined from ROC analysis
binary variable using the indicated cut-off scores.

Test Cut off Sensitivity
(95% CI)

Specificity
(95% CI)

Obstacle-crossing test Pass/fail 0.67 (0.43–0.85) 0.83 (0.63–0.95)

Index A (0–20 points) ≥9.5 0.71 (0.48–0.89) 0.75 (0.53–0.90)

Index B (0–15 points) ≥5.5 0.90 (0.70–0.99) 0.67 (0.45–0.84)

Index C (0–16 points) ≥6.5 0.86 (0.64–0.97) 0.67 (0.45–0.84)

Index D3 (0–8 points) ≥3.5 0.71 (0.48–0.89) 0.83 (0.63–0.95)

AUC denotes area under the ROC curve, LR+/LR– denotes positive/negative likeliho

Higher LR+ values are better, lower LR– values are better.
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p = 0.022] and Index D2 [χ2(2) = 11.250, p = 0.004]. Thus,

Index D1 and D2 were not examined further. All versions of

the composite index (A, B, C, D3) were significantly better

than the obstacle test alone, χ2(1)≥ 4.259, p < 0.04 or better.

There were no significant differences between any of the 4

versions of the index, but Index C had the best fit of all

versions. The performance of each model is summarized in

Table 3.

For Index C, the best composite test, which had a score

ranging from 0 to 16, ROC analysis indicated that sensitivity

(86%) and specificity (67%) were optimized at a cut-off score

≥6.5 points, with ≥6.5 points indicating fall risk. The

specificity of Index C was impacted by 8 false positives. That

is, one third of non-fallers had “high fall risk” on Index C, 4

of these had failed the obstacle test. Further inspection of the

false positive cases indicated that these non-fallers had

significantly poorer performance on the obstacle-crossing test,

paretic-limb step test, 5 mWT, and Walk 12 than the other
the model derivation sample (n = 45) for predicting fall status at 3-
. Values above the cut off indicate high fall risk. Somer’s d is for the

LR+
(95% CI)

LR–
(95% CI)

AUC
(95% CI)

Somers’ d

4.00 (1.56–10.28) 0.40 (0.21–0.75) 0.75 (0.60–0.90) 0.519, p < .001

2.86 (1.36–6.01) 0.38 (0.19–0.78) 0.83 (0.71–0.95) 0.464, p < .001

2.71 (1.52–4.86) 0.14 (0.04–0.55) 0.82 (0.70–0.95) 0.593, p < .001

2.57 (1.42–4.65) 0.21 (0.07–0.63) 0.85 (0.74–0.96) 0.534, p < .001

4.29 (1.68–10.91) 0.34 (0.17–0.69) 0.85 (0.73–0.96) 0.559, p < .001

od ratio.
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non-fallers (true negatives). False positives on Index C were also

significantly more likely than the true negatives to be using an

assistive device at discharge. Thus, there appears to be a

subgroup of low-functioning, high fall risk individuals who do

not fall after discharge.

Although the goodness of fit of Index D3 was not

significantly different than Index C, there was less asymmetry

between the sensitivity (71%) and specificity (83%) than for

Index C (86% and 67%, respectively).
Model validation

A separate sample of patients from Spaulding Rehabilitation

Hospital (Boston, MA) who were participating in a study that

focused on examining variations of the obstacle-crossing test

were used to validate the models (Index C and Index D3

only). All participants had completed the obstacle-crossing

test identical to the test in the derivation study. Of the 45

enrolled participants in the study Spaulding Rehabilitation

Hospital, 30 had currently completed 3-month follow-up and

comprised the external validation sample. The Walk-12 was

not included in the original research protocol at Spaulding

Rehabilitation Hospital, so we had too few new participants

with Walk-12 discharge scores and 3-month fall status to

validate Index C in the new sample alone. Thus, Index C was

validated by adding n = 9 new participants to the derivation

study cohort (total n = 54) and testing the stability of the

model in 1,000 bootstrap samples. Index D3 was validated in

the external sample of n = 30, and the stability of the model

was examined in 1,000 bootstrap samples replaced from the

pooled cohort of n = 75. The performance of Index C and

Index D3 from the validation analysis is presented in Table 4.

In the validation sample of n = 54 (n = 26 fallers, n = 28

non-fallers), Index C was a significant predictor of fall status,

OR 1.3, with the bias-corrected 95% confidence interval for

the odds ratio generated from bootstrapping estimated to be

1.1–1.7 (p < 0.001). The index had excellent discrimination

ability with AUC 0.82 (95% CI, 0.71–0.93). Using the

previously established cut-off from the model derivation

sample (≥6.5 points), Index C had good sensitivity and fair

specificity (Table 4).
TABLE 4 Metrics for Index C and Index D3 from the model validation sampl
established from the model derivation were applied to the validation sampl
binary variable using the indicated cut-off scores.

Test N Cut off Sensitivity
(95% CI)

Specificity
(95% CI)

Index C (0–16 points) 54 ≥6.5 0.77 (0.56–0.91) 0.68 (0.48–0.84)

Index D3 (0–8 points) 30 ≥3.5 0.56 (0.21–0.86) 0.95 (0.76–1.00)

AUC denotes area under the ROC curve, LR+/LR– denotes positive/negative likeliho

Higher LR+ values are better, lower LR– values are better.
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In the external sample of n = 30 (n = 9 fallers, n = 21 non-

fallers), Index D3 had acceptable fit (Hosmer and Lemeshow

test p = 0.588) and significantly predicted fall status, odds ratio

2.0 (95% CI, 1.2–3.4). The bias-corrected 95% confidence

interval for the odds ratio for Index D3 generated from

bootstrapping the pooled cohort (n = 75) was 1.4–2.6

(p < 0.001). The index had excellent discrimination ability

with AUC 0.84 (95% CI, 0.68–1.00). However, using the

previously established cut-off from the model derivation

sample (≥3.5 points), Index D3 had poor sensitivity and

excellent specificity (Table 4). The ROC analysis on the

external validation sample (n = 30), found that sensitivity

(0.67, 95% CI, .30–0.93) and specificity (0.90, 95% CI, 0.70–

0.99) were optimized with a cut off of ≥2.5 points. Thus,

further validation in larger samples is needed to confirm

optimal cut off score for this Index.
Discussion

The purpose of this study was to demonstrate proof-of-

concept that aggregating a limited number of highly

discriminatory measures with the obstacle-crossing test would

at least partially compensate for its limitations in sensitivity.

Indeed, we found that by strategically combining the

discharge variables that had the strongest effect sizes for

differentiating fallers and non-fallers, we could generate a

concise, composite index that significantly improved

prediction accuracy compared to the obstacle test alone (AUC

0.74 vs. AUC 0.85, see Table 3). Furthermore, the sensitivity

of the best version of index (Index C, 86%) was substantially

greater than the obstacle test alone (67%). The improvement

in sensitivity was likely due to the aggregation of the obstacle

test with the step test because the step test is a similar

dynamic balance activity but without the advantage of upper

extremity support from unilateral or bilateral assistive devices.

This was corroborated by the analysis of Index D3, which

showed that summing the discretized scores for only the

obstacle and step test was not significantly different than the

predictive accuracy of the 4-item Index C. However, Index C

had better sensitivity (83%) than the obstacle-step test

combination in Index D3 (71%) and the obstacle test alone
es for predicting fall status at 3-months post discharge. Cut off scores
es. Values above the cut off indicate high fall risk. Somer’s d is for the

LR+
(95% CI)

LR–
(95% CI)

AUC
(95% CI)

Somers’ d

2.39 (1.34–4.27) 0.34 (0.16–0.72) 0.82 (0.71–0.93) 0.450, p < .001

11.67 (1.58–86.21) 0.47 (0.22–0.97) 0.84 (0.68–1.00) 0.667, p = .008

od ratio.
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(67%). Thus, the 4-item index was slightly better at correctly

classifying fallers.

The improved sensitivity in Index C, however, came at a

cost to specificity (ability to classify non-fallers). Whereas the

obstacle test had few false positives (n = 4, specificity 83%),

Index C had twice as many false positives (n = 8, specificity

67%). One could argue that lower specificity is not as

clinically worrisome as low sensitivity. With low sensitivity, a

large number of fallers are missed, which could have

important safety implications. With low specificity, many

individuals who are predicted to be fallers do not ultimately

fall. Our analyses revealed that this subgroup of non-fallers

(false positives) is quite likely at high risk of falling, based on

their poorer physical performance and self-rated walking

ability, so there must be some other reason they are not

falling. One plausible explanation could be cautious or

avoidant behavior due to fear of falling that may minimize

opportunity to fall. A further possible explanation is that

these individuals may have low levels of physical activity,

either due to a habitual sedentary lifestyle or limited post-

discharge physical activity due to functional limitations or

inadequate social support. It is known that people who fall

after stroke have higher activity levels than non-fallers (37).

Yet another possible explanation is that these individuals

received ongoing rehabilitation after discharge, which may

have improved their physical functioning and reduced their

risk of falling. Finally, the 3-month follow up period may

have been too short to reveal a fall in some individuals at risk

of falling. Considering these possible explanations, this type of

misclassification by the test/index, may not necessarily be a

fault of the test. However, future research should examine if

the predictive validity of fall risk assessed at discharge is

moderated by rehabilitation after hospital discharge, altered

by duration of follow-up period to classify fallers and non-

fallers, or influenced by habitual (pre-stroke) or post-stroke

physical activity.

All 4 versions of our composite index demonstrated better

predictive accuracy than what is currently estimated for

existing clinical measures in inpatient rehabilitation. For

example, in a previous study, the sensitivity and specificity of

the BBS for predicting future fallers from inpatient

rehabilitation discharge was only 63% and 65%, respectively

(cut-off score <45, n = 141) (2). BBS accuracy (cut-off score of

46.5 points, n = 50) was slightly better in chronic stroke

survivors when predicting fallers and non-fallers in the last 12

months: 75% sensitivity, 77% specificity, and AUC 81% (38).

Yet, in another study, BBS (cut-off score of 52 points, n = 50)

had excellent sensitivity (91%) but uninformative specificity

(42%), with AUC 72%, for classifying chronic stroke survivors

with and without a history of falls (26). Our brief composite

measures are consistently better than these reports for the BBS.

Similarly, the Timed Up and Go test (TUG) has been

associated with history of falls in chronic stroke (7, 39), but
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when used in inpatient rehabilitation to prospectively predict

post-stroke fallers at 6 or 12 months post discharge,

TUG ≥14 s had poor sensitivity (50%) but good specificity

(78%, n = 105) (2). Ng and colleagues (22) found that the

TUG was not associated with falls in people with stroke being

discharged from rehabilitation, but they included a large

number of participants who had a pre-stroke history of

falling, including 12% of non-fallers (identified prospectively)

with a history of falling in the 12 months prior to stroke.

Sahin et al. (26) also found that the TUG could not

differentiate stroke survivors with and without a history of

falls (AUC 0.42, 95% CI, 0.29–0.64), but these were chronic

post-stroke individuals who were mostly unlimited

community ambulators. There is currently very little quality

evidence that can guide selection of clinical instruments for

accurate prediction of future post-stroke fallers during

inpatient rehabilitation. This study provides compelling,

validated proof-of-concept that simple aggregation of

ecologically valid mobility tasks (obstacle negotiation, step

test) with or without more traditional measures (gait speed,

self-rated walking disability, assistive device use) may yield

highly accurate prediction of probability of falling in the first

3 months after discharge.

The Functional Gait Assessment (FGA) and the Dynamic

Gait Index (DGI)/modified DGI (mDGI) are existing multi-

item clinical assessments used to assess fall risk that include

stepping over an obstacle (one or two stacked shoeboxes).

Although the FGA and DGI are commonly used in inpatient

rehabilitation and have established reliability and validity in

stroke (40), there have not yet been any studies that have

examined their predictive accuracy for classifying future fallers

and non-fallers at inpatient discharge. Indeed, there are no

existing estimates of the predictive validity of the FGA in

stroke (subacute or chronic). In community-dwelling older

adults without stroke, the FGA (≤22/30) and the DGI (≤20/
24) had excellent accuracy to classify fall risk (AUC 0.92 and

0.91, respectively) (41). In a mixed neurological sample, of

which 26% were adults with chronic stroke, at the optimal

cut-off score, the mDGI had 50% sensitivity and 100%

sensitivity for 68% overall accuracy (95% CI, 0.43–0.93) for

differentiating fallers and non-fallers. The FGA and DGI/

mDGI should be examined for their accuracy to classify fall

risk in subacute stroke/inpatient rehabilitation. However, a

potential limitation of the FGA and DGI is that they include

exclusively walking items and allow assistive device use.

Therefore, they risk being prone to the same shortfalls we

have observed in our obstacle test.

An important clinical implication worth noting is the

relative brief amount of time and equipment required to

administer the combination of tests in Index C and Index D3.

Our previous research found that only two trials of the

obstacle crossing test are probably needed (11), so the

obstacle-crossing test can be set up and completed in about
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5 min. The step test is a maximum of 15 s per lower

limb. Two trials of the 5 mWT take 1–2 min or less, and

the Walk12 can be administered, in our experience, in

fewer than 5 min. Thus, Index C and Index D3 can be

administered clinically in 10–12 min or 6 min, respectively.

By comparison, the BBS takes approximately 15–20 min

to administer by an experienced clinician (42). The FGA is

not as lengthy as the BBS and is estimated to take about

10 min to administer by an experienced clinician (42).

However, as discussed earlier, its validity for predicting future

fallers prior to discharge from inpatient rehabilitation is

unknown. We are not proposing that the BBS and FGA

should be discontinued in clinical practice. Indeed, these

multi-item assessments provide clinicians with useful

information about specific balance and mobility limitations

that can guide treatment. However, current evidence indicates

that these clinical instruments are limited in their ability

to accurately identify future post-stroke fallers. A brief

composite mobility index, such as those derived in this proof-

of-concept study, may provide a quick, accurate, and reliable

assessment of fall risk that can be administered periodically

during inpatient rehabilitation without consuming valuable

therapy time.

There are several limitations of this study that must be

considered. Our physical performance battery, which provided

the source of predictor variables for this proof-of-concept

demonstration, did not include any measures of reactive

balance (e.g., lean-and-release postural responses) or sensory

factors (e.g., protective sensation on the plantar surface of the

feet, proprioception), or the number of medications and use

of centrally acting medications, both of which are related to

fall risk (22, 26). Although we assessed visual acuity, visual

acuity may not be the most important visual risk factor for

falls (43). Rather, depth perception and contrast sensitivity,

both of which can be affected in the inferior visual field when

wearing multifocal glasses, appear to be the most important

visual factors contributing to fall risk, at least in older adults

(43). We excluded individuals with cerebellar stroke, but that

may need to be reconsidered to improve external validity.

That said, the models were externally validated in a sample

that included 7 participants with cerebellar stroke (n = 3

fallers, n = 4 non-fallers). Further validation in larger samples

is needed to determine optimal cut offs and model accuracy.

However, this study was intended to demonstrate proof-of-

concept and further model development may need to be

considered before validating these models further. Although

the 3-month follow up period in this study was relatively

short, and high fall rates after stroke are reported up to 6

months post discharge, as many as 28% of patients fall in the

first 2 weeks of going home (44) and 52% (11) to 58% (5) of

first falls occur in the first month after discharge. Indeed, the

first two months after discharge have been identified as a

critical time point for falls (5, 45). Thus, it may be most
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important to identify the patients who are likely to fall in the

first 3 months of going home so that these high-risk

individuals can be prioritized for post-discharge rehabilitation

immediately. Unfortunately, we do not have detailed data on

whether falls occurred in the context of greater amounts of

physical activity. It is known that people who fall after stroke

have higher reported activity levels than non-fallers (37).

Accordingly, monitoring physical activity and fear of falling

avoidance behavior after discharge may be an important

component of fall risk assessment validation and to

understand why some “high risk” individuals do not fall (i.e.,

false positives). Conversely, it would be helpful to know if

fallers who had not been predicted to fall (i.e., false negatives)

fell because they were engaging in relatively high-risk

activities. Although we found that most falls occurred in the

home, as reported elsewhere (11), we did observe that false

negatives on the obstacle test were more likely to report

falling outdoors during vigorous activity, such as while

performing yard work or hiking. Fall typology needs more

rigorous evaluation in a larger sample to explore whether

predictive validity of individual tests or test combinations

varies for different faller types. Finally, we binarized

and/or discretized the predictors for ease of scoring. It is

possible that retaining the continuous structure of variables

could improve model fit, however, we believe that to

facilitate implementation and regular adoption in clinical

practice, a fall-risk composite index should have a simple

scoring scheme that is pragmatic for bedside administration

and interpretation.
Conclusion

This study provides convincing proof-of-concept

that strategic aggregation of performance-based and self-

reported mobility measures, including a novel and demanding

obstacle-crossing test, can predict future post-stroke fallers

at discharge with excellent accuracy. The findings also

suggest that clinical assessment of fall risk in inpatient

rehabilitation most likely needs to include at least one

dynamic balance task that does not allow use of upper limb

support or assistive devices, as this advantage may inflate false

negatives and impede clinical decision making. Existing

clinical instruments that include more ecologically complex

mobility tasks, such as stepping over an obstacle, require

validation of predictive accuracy in the inpatient stroke

rehabilitation setting. Further development of a simple

composite fall-risk index for inpatient rehabilitation is needed,

given the limitations of existing outcome measures and the

lack of knowledge of longitudinal association to predict future

post-stroke fallers among inpatient stroke survivors who have

not yet fallen.
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